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Markets in brief 

 Currency markets calmed down after the escalation between the U.S. and China 

over trade tariffs came less aggressive than expected.  

 Safe-haven currencies like the yen and Swiss franc retreated. The yen dropped to a 
2-month low against the USD. It barely reacted to Bank of Japan’s policy decision 

today. 

 Australian dollar continued to trade higher as China said it will not devaluate its 
currency to stimulate exports. It edged up hitting a 3-week high of $0.7255 after 
advancing +0.52% on Tuesday on easing trade concerns. Both the onshore and 

offshore yuan rose following China’s comments. 

 British pound traded firm helped by ongoing confidence over a Brexit deal before of 

an informal EU summit. The pound hit earlier $1.3176, a 7-week high. 

 Oil prices retreated today weighed by a surprise climb in U.S. crude inventories. 

Traders will shift focus to today’s EIA weekly report. 

 U.S. stocks rallied on Tuesday as investors showed less concerns over the 

intensified trade war. 

 Asian shares rose today to trade near 4-month highs, tracking Wall Street’s jump. 

 Most Gulf stock markets ended lower yesterday. However, the Saudi index 

continued its recovery. 

 Safe haven U.S. treasury bonds dropped pushing the 10-year yield to 3.057%, its 

highest level since late May. 

EU leaders starting a 2-day summit 

European leaders meet today in Salzburg for the first of three key Brexit summits 
marking the path to a deal or maybe to a no deal. The headlines may paint a rosier 
picture than reality on the state of talks, with leaders looking to try to bolster Theresa 
May at home. She's expected to set out her plan this evening, but won't get much 

response from her counterparts.  

China will not devaluate its currency 

China won't devalue its currency to make its exports more competitive amid the trade 
war with the U.S., Premier Li Keqiang said at the World Economic Forum. The yuan 
rose on the comments, which came after Beijing retaliated against the Trump 
administration's latest tariffs. A weaker yuan could also affect its holdings of U.S. 

Treasuries, which fell to a six-month low of $1.17 trillion in July.  

North Korea’s de-escalations 

North Korea's Kim Jong Un agreed to dismantle a key missile test site under the watch 
of international inspectors, and pledged to visit Seoul in the "near future," a trek no 
Pyongyang leader has ever made. Kim held a joint briefing with South Korean President 

Moon Jae-in, who's visiting the North. 
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 TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

NZD 1:45 NZ Current Account -1.32B 0.18B 

JPY During day BoJ Policy Decision + Conference   

GBP 11:30 UK CPI YoY 2.40% 2.50% 

GBP 11:30 UK PPI MoM 0.40% 0.50% 

GBP 11:30 UK RPI YoY 3.20% 3.20% 

USD 15:30 US Building Permits 1.31M 1.31M 

USD 15:30 US Housing Starts 1.24M 1.17M 

USD 15:30 US Current Account -103B -124B 

EUR 16:00 ECB Draghi speaks   

OIL 17:30 EIA Weekly Report   

In focus today  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Thursday: NZ GDP QoQ, AU RBA Bulletin, SNB Policy Decision, UK 

Retail Sales, US Initial Jobless Claims, US Existing Home Sales 

 Friday: Eurozone Flash Manufacturing & Services PMI, Canada 

Inflation, Canada Retail Sales, US Flash Manufacturing PMI 

The Japanese yen weakened to near 2-month lows against the 
dollar as financial markets took fresh U.S. tariffs on Chinese 
goods in their stride. The yen barely reacted to Bank of Japan 
policy meeting that came widely as expected. The yen dropped to a 
two-month low of 112.395 yen per dollar  on Tuesday, edging closer 
to its July 19 trough of 113.18, which was its lowest in six months. It 
last stood at 112.28. China and the United States plunged deeper 
into a trade war after President Donald Trump levied tariffs on $200 
billion worth of Chinese goods, which drew quick retaliatory duties 
from Beijing on about $60 billion worth of U.S. goods. Some took 
comfort from the fact that Washington’s new duties were set at 10% 
for now before going up to 25% by the end of 2018, rather than an 
outright 25% tariff. In addition, U.S. bond yields shot up as tariffs 
added to concerns about higher U.S. inflation, helping to boost the 
dollar against the yen. Nevertheless, traders will be paying attention 
to next week’s Federal Reserve meeting at which the U.S. central 
bank is expected to raise benchmark interest rates and shed light 

on the path for future rate hikes. 

British pound held firm on hopes about progress toward a 
Brexit deal ahead of an informal European Union summit in 
Salzburg on Wednesday and Thursday. The pound hit a high of 
$1.3176, its highest level in almost eight weeks and last stood at 
$1.3153, up 0.16%. It hit a 7-week high of 0.8865 pound per euro 
and last stood at 0.8865. Against the yen, the pound hit a two-
month high of 148.02 yen. British Prime Minister Theresa May said 
Britain and the European Union were nearing a divorce deal. The 
EU’s chief negotiator Michel Barnier said on Tuesday the European 
Union is ready to address key British concerns over Northern 
Ireland, in a clear push to get a Brexit deal effectively done in the 

next month. 

The Australian dollar rose against all its Group-of-10 peers 
after Chinese Premier Li Keqiang said his country won’t 
devalue its currency to stimulate exports, easing concern over 
further escalation in the U.S.-China trade war. Li said China is 
fully capable of keeping the yuan exchange rate stable at a 

reasonable level and denied the recent fluctuation was intentional. 

Oil prices pulled back from gains racked up the previous day, 
pushed down amid a surprise climb in U.S. crude stockpiles. 
U.S. crude inventories rose by 1.2 million barrels to 397.1 million in 
the week to Sept. 14, according to data released on Tuesday by the 
American Petroleum Institute (API). That compared with analyst 

expectations for a decrease of 2.7 million barrels. 
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U.S. stocks rebounded on Tuesday in a broad-based rally as 
investors brushed aside intensifying trade rhetoric between the 
United States and China. All three major U.S. indexes closed 
higher following Monday's sell-off. Late Monday, U.S. President 
Donald Trump announced that 10% tariffs on $200 billion in imports 
from China would go into effect next week, escalating the tit-for-tat 
trade spat between the world's two largest economies. China 
responded on Tuesday by unveiling 10% tariffs on about $60 billion 
of U.S. goods effective Sept. 24. Tech stocks were bolstered by 
news that Apple Inc and fitness gadget-maker Fitbit Inc would 
escape the tariffs. Apple shares closed up 0.2% while Fitbit shares 
rose 6.4%. Trade-sensitive industrials gained ground, with Boeing 
Co ending 2.1% higher. The planemaker, the biggest U.S. exporter 
to China, led the Dow Jones Industrial Average's advance. Nike Inc 
also boosted the blue-chip index as Telsey Advisory Group hiked its 
price target. The stock was reached an all-time closing high, up 
2.4%. Consumer discretionary was the best performing of the 11 
major S&P 500 sectors, rising 1.3%. The energy sector advanced 
0.7% as crude prices rose on signs that OPEC is not prepared to 
boost output to address shrinking supplies from Iran.  Defensive 

groups lagged, with consumer staples ending down 0.4%.  

Asian stocks rose hovered near four-month highs on 
Wednesday, as investors looked past the latest escalation in 
the U.S.-China trade conflict, seen by some market participants 
as less severe than expected. MSCI's broadest index of Asia-
Pacific shares outside Japan rose 0.15%. Equity markets in Asia 
took their cues from Wall Street, which posted a broad-based rally 

on Tuesday. 

Most Gulf stock markets closed lower on Tuesday on 
escalating global trade tensions. Saudi index ended up, buoyed 
by rising oil prices and more details on Saudi Basic Industries 
Corp’s (SABIC) partnership with Switzerland’s Clariant. SABIC rose 
by 1.5% after the company and Clariant said they will merge their 
high-performance materials businesses and install a SABIC 
manager as head of the group as they strengthen their partnership. 
The world’s number four chemical firm bought a 24.9% stake in 
Clariant earlier this year. Egypt index was flat after its big slump on 

Monday. 

Safe-haven U.S. Treasuries were sold and their yields rose on 
the back of improved investor risk appetite, in addition to fears 
of rising inflation. The benchmark 10-year Treasury yield stood at 

3.055% after touching 3.057% overnight, its highest since May 23. 

Major Company News 

 Tesla Inc sank 3.4% after disclosing that it had received a request for 
documents from the U.S. Department of Justice regarding CEO Elon 

Musk's public statements about taking the company private. 

 Microsoft Corp. said late Tuesday its board hiked the tech giant's 

quarterly dividend by nearly 10%.  

 Nestle, Unilever and Coca-Cola are among bidders for 
GlaxoSmithKline's Indian Horlicks nutrition business, expected to fetch 

more than $4 billion, four people familiar with the matter said. 

 Insurer Marsh & McLennan slid by 4.0% on news that it will buy British 

insurance/reinsurance broker Jardine Lloyd Thompson for $5.7 bn. 

 General Mills Inc dropped 7.6% after missing analysts' quarterly sales 

estimates, extending the company stock's near-26% YTD decline. 

 SunPower Corp on Tuesday said some of the solar cells and panels it 
produces overseas will be excluded from the Trump administration’s 

30% import tariffs, sending the company’s shares up 15%. 

 Visa Inc, Mastercard Inc, and a number of U.S. banks on Tuesday 
agreed to pay $6.2 billion to settle a long-running lawsuit brought by 

merchants over the fees they pay when they accept card payments. 
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China to penalize $60 bn of U.S. imports in tit-for-tat move 

(Reuters) China and the United States plunged deeper into a 
trade war on Tuesday after Beijing added $60 billion of U.S. 
products to its import tariff list in retaliation for President Donald 
Trump's planned levies on $200 billion worth of Chinese goods. 
The tit-for-tat measures are the latest escalation in an 
increasingly protracted trade dispute between the world's two 
largest economies. On Monday, the U.S. administration said it 
will begin to levy new tariffs of 10% on about $200 billion of 
Chinese products on Sept. 24, with the tariffs to go up to 25% 
by the end of 2018. "China is forced to respond to U.S. 
unilateralism and trade protectionism, and has no choice but to 
respond with its own tariffs," the Finance Ministry said in a 
statement on its website on Tuesday. Beijing will impose levies 
on a total of 5,207 U.S. products - ranging from liquefied 
natural gas to certain types of aircraft as well as cocoa powder 
and frozen vegetables - at 5 and 10%, instead of previously 
proposed rates of 5, 10, 20 and 25%, the finance ministry said. 
Both countries' tariffs come into force on Sept. 24. 

China cuts U.S. treasury holdings  

China’s holdings of U.S. Treasuries fell to a six-month low in 
July, just as a trade war between the world’s two largest 
economies began heating up. China’s ownership of U.S. 
bonds, bills and notes slipped to $1.17 trillion, the lowest level 
since January and down from $1.18 trillion in June, according 
to data released by the Treasury Department on Tuesday. 
Japan’s holdings rose to $1.04 trillion in July, up $5.1 billion 
from a month earlier. 

October is ‘moment of truth’, EU’s Barnier tells U.K. 

(Bloomberg) The European Union’s chief Brexit negotiator 
warned U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May that substantial 
progress on the U.K.’s orderly withdrawal from the bloc is 
needed next month if there’s to be a deal. “October will be the 
moment of truth,” Michel Barnier told reporters in Brussels. “It’s 
then we will see whether the agreement we’re hoping for will be 
within our grasp.” Barnier was speaking on the eve of an EU 
summit in Salzburg, Austria, where leaders are expected to 
discuss holding a further meeting in November to sign off on a 
Brexit deal. Both sides admit they won’t hit their original 
deadline -- their gathering in mid-October -- but say time 
remains tight to allow approval by both the British and 
European parliaments. EU officials say the U.K. will have to 
return to the negotiating table between the Conservative Party 
conference in Birmingham that winds up Oct. 3 and the summit 
in Brussels less than three weeks later. They say the U.K. 
needs to compromise on the major obstacle to a deal -- how to 
keep an invisible Irish border after Brexit and there has barely 
been any progress on that since the start of the year.  

 EU to step up legal battle with Britain over import scam 

(Reuters) The European Commission is expected to step up a 
legal battle on Wednesday against Britain to recover 2.7 billion 
euros ($3.2 billion) in lost revenues due to an import scam, two 
European officials told Reuters on Tuesday. Commission 
officials will send a second letter urging Britain to pay back the 
lost revenues, which follows a first letter sent in March, steps 
that could lead to a referral to the EU court of justice. The move 

TOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWSTOP SELECTED NEWS   
is considered "politically sensitive," a third official said, as it 
would come in the crucial phase of Britain's negotiations with its 
European Union partners over its departure from the bloc in 
March. The Commission is seeking to recover customs duties 
that should have been collected on imports of Chinese 
footwear and textiles but were not, due to fraud. The scam 
caused losses to the EU budget, which is partly funded with 
customs duties. It could also have led to a loss of VAT revenue, 
EU officials said. 

BOJ keeps policy steady, sticks to rosy economic view 

(Reuters) The Bank of Japan kept monetary policy steady on 
Wednesday and maintained its optimistic view on the economy, 
even as escalating global trade frictions clouded the outlook. In 
a widely expected move, the BOJ maintained its short-term 
interest rate target at minus 0.1% and a pledge to guide 10-
year government bond yields around zero%. The central bank 
also left unchanged a new forward guidance, adopted in July, 
that pledges to keep interest rates extremely low for an 
extended period. The decision on maintaining its interest rate 
targets was made by a 7-2 vote with board members Goushi 
Kataoka and Yutaka Harada dissenting. "Japan's economy is 
expanding moderately," the BOJ said in a statement 
announcing the policy decision. 

Japan exports rise as U.S.-bound shipments grow  

(Reuters) Japan's export growth accelerated in August from the 
previous month as shipments to the United States grew as 
Tokyo looks to avert a trade war through talks with Washington 
expected later this month. MoF data out on Wednesday 
showed exports rose 6.6% in August from a year earlier. It 
followed a 3.9% gain in July. Japan's exports to the U.S. rose 
5.3% in the year to August, the first gain in three months, led by 
medicines, construction and mining machinery. U.S.-bound car 
exports fell for a third straight month, pulling back from last 
year's brisk shipments. However, the trade data also showed 
imports from the U.S. surged 21.5% in August, led by aircraft 
and liquefied natural gas, cutting Japan's trade surplus with the 
U.S. by 14.5% year-on-year to 455.8 billion yen ($4.06 billion). 

Affordable housing to get £2 bn boost in UK, May says 

Britain's government will invest 2 billion pounds ($2.6 billion) to 
address an affordable housing shortage, Prime Minister 
Theresa May will say on Wednesday. House-building has been 
a stated priority as the government tries to answer voter 
concerns about a lack of affordable housing in many areas 
following decades when house prices have risen much faster 
than incomes. The government will provide the funding for 
housing associations, not-for-profit organizations which provide 
the bulk of affordable homes in the United Kingdom. The new 
funding will be allocated over a period of up to 10 years, far 
longer than the three or four years that has been common.  

Qatar’s QIA chief is said to leave $320 bn sovereign fund 

(Bloomberg) The chief executive officer of the Qatar Investment 
Authority is leaving after almost four years at the helm of one of 
the world’s largest sovereign funds, according to people with 
knowledge of the matter. The reasons behind the surprise 
departure of Qatari royal Sheikh Abdullah Bin Mohammed Al 
Thani, weren’t immediately clear and a replacement is yet to be 
officially named, the people said. 
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This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The information 
contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be construed as a 
recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this document and will not 
form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good faith, but no 
representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data. The 
opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this document and are subject to 
change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. Bank of Beirut does not have an 
obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or 
any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion described 
herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors 
including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and accurate information and/
or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in the document were inapposite.  

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any 
expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document.  

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 
published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 
document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this 
document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, a recipient 
hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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